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Job Allocation Rules and Sorting Efficiency: Experimental Outcomes in a Peter Principle Environment

David L. Dickinson* and Marie Claire Villeval†

An important issue in personnel economics is the design of efficient job allocation rules. Firms often use promotions both to sort workers across jobs and to provide them with incentives. However, the Peter Principle states that employees’ output tends to fall after a promotion. Lazear (2004) suggests that self-selection may improve job allocation efficiency while preserving incentive effects. We reproduce this Peter Principle in the laboratory and compare the efficiency of a promotion standard with subjects self-selecting their task. We find no evidence of effort distortion, as predicted by theory. Furthermore, we find that when the Peter Principle is not severe, promotion rules often dominate self-selection efficiency of task assignment. Results are consistent with imperfect appraisal of transitory ability and a lack of strategic behavior.

JEL Classification: C91, J24, J33, M51, M52

1. Introduction

The productivity of any firm is affected by the efficiency of its job allocation rules. Promotion policies allocate jobs while also rewarding workers, and this dual role may generate conflicts that reduce the efficiency of organizations (Milgrom and Roberts 1992). Specifically, promotions may allocate workers to jobs for which they are not necessarily the best suited. This gives rise to the Peter Principle, which states that in any hierarchical organization, employees are (inefficiently) promoted to their level of incompetence (Peter and Hull 1969).

Lazear (2004) offers a statistically-based explanation of the Peter Principle. He theoretically shows that the Peter Principle is a necessary consequence of any promotion rule when observable outcomes are a function of both a permanent and transitory (i.e., random) ability component.1 When job-specific transitory ability has an expected value equal to zero,
those promoted most likely had a favorable “random draw” prior to promotion. A regression-to-the-mean effect therefore causes the Peter Principle in the Lazear framework. Unless employers take this effect into account, the result will be job allocation (and organizational) inefficiency.\(^2\) This suggests a type of adverse selection, except that with the Peter Principle even the agents themselves (i.e., workers) can be worse off due to job misallocation if compensation remains performance-based. In this article, we focus on the question of worker or agent behavior in the face of this potential job sorting inefficiency. Job misallocation can reduce worker payoffs, and so we explore whether workers are more efficient at self-selecting their task compared with when a promotion rule is used—efficient self-selection may, however, be limited if workers are overconfident or underconfident in their own skills. We also explore, as suggested in Lazear (2004), whether low (high) ability employees may strategically distort their effort downward (upward) pre-promotion in order to ensure efficient task assignment.

Peter and Hull (1969) and Lazear (2004) provide a variety of real world examples of the Peter Principle: The decline of faculty productivity after tenure, the lower quality of movie sequels, a relatively less satisfying second experience at a new restaurant—each of these examples are more likely if a random or luck component contributes to the first stage outcome of interest. Empirical tests of the Peter Principle are scarce, however. Using data from a large hierarchical British financial sector firm, Barmby, Eberth, and Ma (in press) find some evidence that performance declines after promotion. Two-thirds of the fall in post-promotion performance is attributed to the Peter Principle and one-third to reduced incentives. Using job transition data from the personnel records of a large U.S. corporation, Acosta (2010) identifies the existence of the Peter Principle by analyzing the difference in promotion dynamics between incumbents and new hires, namely, the fact that after several promotions incumbents are less likely to be promoted in comparison with new hires.

The relative lack of empirical tests of the Peter Principle is largely due to difficulties with selection bias and measurement of “luck.”\(^3\) In naturally occurring environments, lower-level positions may have higher turnover (e.g., non-promoted workers may have higher quit rates), promotions may not be based solely on performance (e.g., discrimination), and jobs may not always produce easily measurable individual outcomes (e.g., work team production). Any of these will imply confounds in interpreting output data across hierarchical levels, resulting in potentially biased estimates of the Peter Principle. The laboratory offers a distinct advantage in this instance because all of these concerns are removed by virtue of the experimental environment. The aim of this article is to generate a Peter Principle environment in the laboratory using a real-effort task and then to examine the robustness of the Peter Principle, the existence of effort distortion when agents have an incentive to be efficiently assigned to a job, and the relative efficiency of promotions versus task self-selection.

Our laboratory environment successfully generates the Peter Principle, though only when the variance of the transitory component is quite high. This is consistent with Lazear (2004), and it also validates our experimental design. Allowing employees to self-select their task is predicted to be efficient, but this assumes perfect knowledge of one’s abilities. We find some

\(^2\) This implies that non-naive employers may adjust promotion rules such that the Peter Principle is of no concern. Fairburn and Malcomson (2001) have shown in a different theoretical environment that promotion rules can be efficient under certain assumptions, but such rules may also give rise to distortion in job assignments if employees are risk-averse.

\(^3\) In Barmby, Eberth, and Ma (in press), the importance of luck is proxied by a logit model of promotion depending on the distance between the evaluation rating of the individual and the average rating of his current grade.
evidence of overconfidence regarding one’s task outcome, which would induce agents to inefficiently self-select into the hard task (see Camerer and Lovallo 1999 on overconfidence inducing excess entry). As a result of such overconfidence, promotion rules may dominate self-selection in terms of efficiency as a job allocation device, at least in the absence of a severe Peter Principle. Last, we find no evidence of effort distortion, contrary to theoretical predictions. This is consistent with the hypothesis that agents are naive rather than strategic in this environment.

2. Theory

In this section, we present briefly the main characteristics and predictions of the Lazear (2004) model. The firm’s productive activity consists of an easy (E) and a hard (H) task. Every agent’s ability consists of a permanent component, \( A \), and a transitory or random component in period \( t \), \( e_t \), that is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time. The principal cannot observe an agent’s permanent ability, but only \( \hat{A} = A + e_t \).

The agent’s productivity, which determines her pay, on the easy task is \( Y_E = \alpha + \beta(A + e_t) \) and on the hard task is \( Y_H = \gamma + \delta(A + e_t) \), with \( \alpha > \gamma \) and \( \beta < \delta \). Thus, a less (more) able agent has a comparative advantage at the easy (hard) task. Where these two productivity profiles cross corresponds to the ability level at which the employer and worker are both indifferent between being promoted or not, assuming incentive-compatible piece-rate pay for workers (see Figure 1).

The model proceeds in two stages. In the first stage of the game, all agents are assigned to the easy task. At the end of the first stage, the principal only observes \( \hat{A} \) and must decide on each agent’s task allocation for the second stage of the game. The principal determines a standard, \( A^* \), such that if \( \hat{A} \geq A^* \) the agent is promoted to the hard task, and if \( \hat{A} < A^* \) he again performs the easy task in the second stage. Note that within this framework, a “promotion” to the hard task is considered desirable only by high ability workers, since they

---

4 In the general model of Lazear (2004), the agent is not better informed than the principal. He also considers the case of asymmetric information, which is what we consider given our interest in the self-selection question.
have higher expected earnings in the hard task compared with the easy task. The model does
not consider many other factors connected to real world promotions (e.g., status, power,
responsibility, etc.), but rather it focuses just on how worker ability determines how promotion
assignments should be made.

Lazear’s model generates the prediction that, on average, the agents who are promoted
have a lower observable outcome after promotion—the Peter Principle. The prediction results
entirely from the fact that observable outcomes are, in part, a result of a random error draw, $\epsilon_1$. In
more formal terms, the conditional expected value of $\epsilon_1$ for those agents who have been
promoted is given by $E(\epsilon_1|A + \epsilon_1 > A^*) = \int_{-\infty}^{\epsilon_1} E(\epsilon|\epsilon > A^* - A) f(A) dA$, which is greater than
zero. In contrast, the expected value of $\epsilon_2$ is zero. As a consequence, there is a predicted
decrease in the expected observed ability of the promoted agents: $A + E(\epsilon_1|A + \epsilon_1 > A^*) > A +
E(\epsilon_2|A + \epsilon_1 > A^*)$ (see details in Lazear 2004). An intuitive prediction that follows from the
model is that the Peter Principle will be stronger when the transitory ability component is high
relative to one’s permanent ability component.\(^5\) Thus, a larger variance to $\epsilon_1$ will give rise to a
stronger Peter Principle.

An extension of the model introduces strategic agent behavior. When agents have perfect
information on their permanent ability, they can manipulate their effort in stage 1 in order to
influence their assignment to a specific task. Let $e_E$ and $e_H$ denote the effort levels chosen by an
agent on the easy and hard tasks, respectively, with $c(e)$ the associated cost incurred. Since the
expected value of the transitory component is 0, agents prefer the hard task if the following
holds: $a + \beta(A + e_E) - c(e_E) < \gamma + \delta(A + e_H) - c(e_H)$. The testable implication is that, under a
promotion rule, an agent will strategically distort his level of effort downward (upward) in stage
1 if his permanent ability is low (high). Intuitively, the agent distorts his effort to increase the
likelihood of assignment to the task in which he has the comparative advantage, because mis-
assignment is costly to the worker when pay is based on output. The incentive for such effort
distortion does not exist in stage 2 after promotion assignments have been made.

To sum up, Lazear (2004) delivers several testable implications that we examine:

(i) The larger the variability of the random component relative to the permanent one,
the stronger the Peter Principle (e.g., the larger the decrease in average post-
promotion output).

(ii) If agents know their ability, allowing agents to self-select their second-stage task will
be more efficient than a promotion rule.

(iii) If agents know their permanent ability, then effort will be distorted downward
(upward) by lower (higher) ability agents prior to a promotion stage (i.e., in stage 1).

3. Experimental Design

Our experiment is designed to generate the Peter Principle as a statistical effect, as in
Lazear (2004). An initial objective is to successfully produce the Peter Principle in the lab (i.e.,
validate the design) so that self-selection and effort distortion hypotheses can be meaningfully

\(^5\) When transitory components exist, Lazear (2004) shows that promotion cutoffs will be adjusted to take into account
the Peter Principle because we focus on agent behavior, we exogenously impose a promotion standard rather than
submit it to subject choice.
examined. We simplify the lab environment by focusing only on agent (i.e., worker) behavior, and so subjects are all assigned as agents. In promotion rule treatments, we use an exogenous standard for promotions.

The Task

The cognitive task used is a modified version of the task in Baddeley (1968). The easy task involves reading a short sentence that describes the order of three letters. The subjects have to type in these three letters in the order implied by the sentence. For example, “S follows B, is not preceded by G” implies the order “BSG.” The hard task is similar except that each sentence contains five letters. For example, “S follows B, is not preceded by G, precedes H, is not followed by J” implies the ordering “JBSGH.” Sentences are randomly generated from all letters of the alphabet. Once typed, the sentence is auto-checked against the correct answer, so that subjects can learn and improve more rapidly. Though Baddeley (1968) indicates only minor learning with repetition of the task, we consider learning as a potential confound in the data and implement a practice stage of both easy and hard tasks prior to the two main treatment stages (i.e., the pre- and post-promotion stages). The advantage of this task is that no specific knowledge is needed, difficulty can be increased by increasing the number of letters without altering the cognitive focus of the task, and the outcome is easily measurable. Also, effort is distinguished from ability by use of paid practice stages that contain no incentives to distort effort, because promotions are not a part of the practice stages.

Game Stages and Parameter Values

A treatment consists of two stages. In stage 1, the subject performs the three-letter task for seven minutes. The number of correctly solved sentences in stage 1 is our proxy for the subject’s permanent ability, A. At the end of stage 1, the subject draws an i.i.d. random number from a uniform distribution, the variance of which will depend on the treatment as described below. This random number corresponds to the task-specific transitory component in the theoretical model. The subject’s “observable” outcome in stage 1—the outcome on which payment is based—is the sum of the number of all correctly solved sentences and the random draw number.

In stage 2, some subjects are assigned the easy task and others the hard task. Assignments for stage 2 are made in one of three ways, depending on the treatment. In the Calibration treatment, the stage 2 task assignment is random: Half of the subjects are assigned to each task. In the Promotion treatments, subjects whose observable outcome in stage 1 surpasses an exogenous standard are assigned to the hard task in stage 2, the other subjects perform the easy task in stage 2. The Promotion treatments will allow us to recreate the Peter Principle as a statistical effect that varies with the strength (i.e., the variance) of the

---

6 Lazear (2004) includes predictions of principal (employer) behavior as well, which we do not examine in our experiments.
7 We mix passive (e.g., “is followed by”) and active (e.g., “precedes”) statements, positive (e.g., “follows”) and negative statements (“does not precede”) across sentences. Subjects are given a precise rule to use for lettering ordering, and with the rule there is a unique letter ordering for each sentence description (see instructions in Appendix).
transitory term, and they will also provide one way to examine effort distortion. Thus, the Promotion treatments are used to examine testable implications (i) and (iii). In the Self-Selection treatment, subjects are allowed to choose their stage 2 task after having completed the easy task in stage 1. Comparing outcomes in the Self-Selection and Promotion treatments will allow us to compare relative efficiency of job allocation rules to examine testable implication (ii).

The specifics of the error-term distributions used for the transitory component of the observable outcomes were as follows. In the Calibration, Self-Selection, and the baseline Promotion treatment (called Promotion-\(\sigma_{low}\)), a random draw from a uniform \(U[-12,+12]\) distribution is added to the number of correct sentences solved in stage 1 to arrive at the observable outcome. Two additional Promotion treatments, Promotion-\(\sigma_{medium}\) and Promotion-\(\sigma_{high}\), increase the variance of the random term distribution for the easy task to \(U[-24,+24]\) and \(U[-75,+75]\), respectively. Subjects who perform the hard task in stage 2 solve five-letter sentences during a seven-minute period and then draw an i.i.d. random number from a uniform \(U[-4,+4]\) for the Calibration, Self-Selection, and Promotion-\(\sigma_{low}\) treatments. The distributions used for Promotion-\(\sigma_{medium}\) and Promotion-\(\sigma_{high}\) for the hard task are \(U[-8,+8]\), and \(U[-25,+25]\), respectively.

The reason the support of the easy task error term distributions is three times as wide as that of the hard task within the same treatment is that we experimentally induce a ratio of one hard task to three easy tasks for compensation equivalence. That is, one hard sentence solved is paid a piece rate three times higher than the piece rate for each easy task solved, which corresponds to \(\delta = 3\beta\) for the agent production functions in the Lazear framework. Accordingly, the variance of the random component in the easy task is three times larger than in the hard task. By manipulating the piece rates so that the hard task is rewarded at a rate greater than the subjects’ observed opportunity cost of the hard task, which was determined to be two units of the easy task from pilot sessions (\(n = 12\) subjects), we induce wage profiles for each task that differ in slope.

Figure 1 is adapted from Lazear (2004) and highlights the final parameterization for our treatments.\(^8\) The vertical axis measures payoff points (see Instructions in Appendix), which are directly related to the observable output. Fixed payments are added to the piece-rate compensation for both easy and hard tasks, with a higher fixed payment for the easy task (108 points) than for the hard task (9 points), so that we induced the desired overlapping wage profiles shown in the figure. Results from stages 1 and 2 of the pilot sessions and Calibration treatment generated the average ability estimate of approximately 60–70 units of the easy task and 30–35 units of the hard task—thus, we consider the hard task opportunity cost to be about two units of the easy task, as noted above. The final fixed payments we used with each wage profile create a crossing point at ability = 68 units of easy task (equivalent to 34 units of hard task output), as shown in Figure 1. Thus, we use the standard of easy task output = 68 for the Promotion treatments. Although it is not critical in our design to have 50% promotions in the Promotion treatments, 68 units of the easy task was

\(^8\) A minor change in fixed payments was made for the Promotion and Self-Selection treatments. The easy task fixed payment was lowered from 135 to 108 points (nine points is equivalent to one output unit, which is one hard task solved), to increase anticipated promotions to around 50%—this lowered the Figure 1 intercept to output = 12 for the easy task (from 15 in the Calibration treatment).
likely a bit above average ability, and so we anticipated a promotion rate of just under 50\%.\textsuperscript{9,10}

Finally, we note that in the Calibration and Promotion treatments, a hypothetical response of preferred stage 2 task is elicited at the beginning of this stage. It was made clear to subjects that their task had already been determined and the hypothetical response would have no bearing on their stage 2 task. Nevertheless, this response provides an indication of whether subjects correctly assessed their abilities or whether they are overconfident. Though Lazear (2004) does not consider it, others have shown that overconfidence with respect to one’s abilities may generate over-entry in hierarchical organizations (Camerer and Lovallo 1999), which is possible in the Self-Selection treatment. Because optimism is uncontrolled in our design, this hypothetical self-assessment of abilities will at least allow us to further evaluate self-selection efficiency. Important treatment details are shown in Table 1.

### Experimental Procedures

Ten sessions were conducted at the Groupe d’Analyse et de Théorie Economique, Lyon, France, with two sessions per treatment. We recruited 190 undergraduate subjects from local Engineering and Business schools using the ORSEE software (Greiner 2004). Of the subjects, 81.05\% had never participated in an experiment. On average, a session lasted 60 minutes. The experiment was computerized using the REGATE program (Zeiliger 2000). Upon arrival, the subjects were randomly assigned to a computer terminal, and experimental instructions (see Appendix) were distributed and read aloud. Questions were answered privately.

In order to limit the learning effect confounds across the two main stages of the experiment, subjects had to first practice both the easy and the hard tasks prior to commencement of real experiment stages 1 and 2.\textsuperscript{11} Subjects first practiced the easy task with three sentences without payment until they were correctly solved, after which point a seven-

---

\textsuperscript{9} This expectation is based on sample estimates from the Calibration treatment, but it is not critical to our experiment whether more or less than 50\% of subjects have ability beyond the cross-over point. That is, the Peter Principle is fundamentally about whether random components create matching inefficiencies. Our experiment does not test the ability of principals to anticipate this principle and adjust the promotion cutoff.

\textsuperscript{10} Recall that this easy–hard task correspondence was from the pilot sessions (n = 12), where average easy task output was about two times that of the hard task output. In the Calibration treatment we again find subjects completing approximately twice as many easy tasks as hard tasks post-practice stage. It is important to realize that we cannot use the practice stages prior to stages 1 and 2 to generate a hard-to-easy task conversion rate for each individual subject because of the potential learning confound in those data.

\textsuperscript{11} The instructions describe the experiment as having four parts. Parts 1 and 2 correspond to the practice stages. This is a semantics issue, since we referred to the practice rounds for both the easy and hard task described in the text as “parts.”
minute paid easy task started (i.e., easy task practice). A similar hard task practice stage followed distribution of instructions for that task. No random component was added to one’s real output in the practice stages, but subjects received the same compensation in the practice rounds as in the main experiment. Following easy and hard task practice, the instructions for both stages 1 and 2 were distributed together and read aloud. Knowing the rules for task assignment in stage 2 before starting stage 1 allowed subjects to behave strategically in stage 1, if desired, in the Promotion treatments (i.e., distorting their effort upward (downward) if believing they were (not) able enough to make more money performing the hard task in stage 2). After stage 1, subjects were given a brief three-minute break, with no communication allowed. We used a conversion rate of 100 points = €1 for payments. At the end of each session, payoffs were totaled for the practice and main stages. In addition, the participants received €4 as a show-up fee. The average payoff was €15.40, and subjects were each paid in private in a separate room.

4. Results

The Peter Principle

Table 2 shows average ability levels across all treatments (including the pilot sessions) in practice stages as well as stages 1 and 2. Recall that these data do not include the transitory term. They indicate that some learning occurs between the practice stages and stages 1 and 2, which was the purpose of using practice stages. A comparison of stage 1 outcomes with those subjects performing the easy task again in stage 2 indicates that such learning is not a concern after the practice stages (though effort distortion is a distinct concern we address below).

Comparing the stage 1 and 2 final outcome levels—these outcomes include the error term component in the outcome—in the Promotion treatments in Table 3 will indicate whether we successfully produce the Peter Principle. In order to compare outcomes across easy and hard tasks, outcome levels in the hard task are normalized to the easy task metric in the following

---

12 Because the practice stages were seven minutes long, as were the main stages, and because they were compensated similarly, they are useful for examining learning trends by comparing correct sentences in the practice easy task to the number correctly sorted in stage 1.
way: We multiply the hard task score by two (using the conversion rate from our pilot sessions) and the random component by three (using the piece-rate conversion).

Table 3 shows that in Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{low}}\), the post-promotion average outcome of the promoted subjects is 43.5\% lower than the pre-promotion level (\(p = 0.061\) Wilcoxon signed-rank test). This treatment provides the cleanest evidence of the Peter Principle. In the other promotion treatments, outcome differences are not statistically significant (\(p > 0.10\) pre- and post-promotion. The Peter Principle also implies that observable output of non-promoted subjects should increase in stage 2, as our data indicate. The increase is 11.90\%, 16.99\%, and 161.27\%, respectively, in Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{low}}\), Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{medium}}\), and Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{high}}\). These differences are all statistically significant (\(p = 0.091, p = 0.073,\) and \(p = 0.001\), respectively).

Figure 2 shows that luck plays the intended role in our experimental environment, since those promoted to the hard task had error term draws significantly higher in stage 1. In Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{low}}\), 72\% of the promoted subjects had a positive transitory component in stage 1, compared with only 42\% of the non-promoted subjects (Mann-Whitney, \(p = 0.079\)). In Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{medium}}\), the respective percentages are 74\% and 33\% (\(p = 0.014\)), and in Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{high}}\), the respective percentages are 80\% and 9\% (\(p < 0.001\)).

Figure 2 confirms that in most Promotion treatments, the promoted subjects (labeled “Hard 2”) have been luckier than the non-promoted ones, whereas in the Calibration treatment the difference is not significant. The average stage 1 transitory ability of promoted agents is positive and it increases in its variance. According to Mann-Whitney tests, the differences in average transitory components between promoted and non-promoted subjects are significant in Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{low}}\) (\(p = 0.011\)) and Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{high}}\) (\(p < 0.001\)), while marginally insignificant in Promotion-\(\sigma_{\text{medium}}\) (\(p = 0.120\)). Table 4 presents stage 1 abilities (i.e., no transitory term added) and highlights mistaken promotions of those with stage 1 ability less than the breakeven ability level of 68 (i.e., Figure 2 cutoff point). Note that correct (or efficient) assignment to the stage 2 task in the far-right column in Table 4 implies that a subject is performing the task with highest expected earnings given the subject’s revealed ability in stage 1. Another source of inefficiency shown in Table 4 is mistaken non-promotions of those with stage 1 ability greater than 68.

As a whole, the Promotion treatments data (Tables 3, 4, Figure 2) result from a framework created to generate the principle, so these results are an important validation of a rather complex experimental design. We can therefore explore comparison institutions and

---

Table 3. Stage 1 and Stage 2 Average Outcomes (Includes Transitory Component)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Non-promoted Subjects</th>
<th>Promoted Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. Obs.</td>
<td>Stage 1 Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>62.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Selection</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>64.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion-(\sigma_{\text{low}})</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion-(\sigma_{\text{medium}})</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>51.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion-(\sigma_{\text{high}})</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

13 More precisely, we multiply hard task outcomes by 2.05 to convert to easy task equivalent outcomes. This conversion ratio was decided upon after pilot experiments using the easy task and hard task average outcomes in stage 2 of the pilot sessions, which were 71.50 and 34.83, respectively.
their predicted effects on effort distortion and self-selection—two key outcome variables not amenable to simulation.

**Self-Selection versus Promotions**

Our Self-Selection treatment allows us to test the hypothesis that one can avoid the Peter Principle by letting the individuals select their task. In Self-Selection, subjects who promoted themselves to the hard task in stage 2 (see “promoted subjects” columns in Table 3) increased normalized outcomes by a significant 18.44% relative to stage 1 ($p < 0.001$), partly because of a higher rate of negative transitory components in stage 1 (Figure 2). In contrast, those who chose the easy task only increased their outcome by an insignificant 1.40% (Table 3, $p > 0.10$). Although this result contrasts with the clearly observed Peter Principle in Promotion-$\sigma_{high}$, recall that the error term distribution in Self-Selection is comparable to the distribution in Promotion-$\sigma_{low}$, which did not show robust evidence for the Peter Principle. Thus, further analysis is required to shed light on whether we find evidence of any significant behavioral difference between these Promotion and Self-Selection allocation rules.

The lack of a Peter Principle in the Self-Selection treatment does not imply that decisions in that treatment are efficient. Table 4 indicates that, in Self-Selection, 22.50% promoted

---

**Figure 2.** Average Stage 1 Transitory Ability Sorted by Task in Stage 2

**Table 4.** Stage 1 Ability of Promoted/Non-promoted Subjects and Assignment Mistakes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Stage 1—Average Ability (No Transitory Component Added)</th>
<th>Number of Mistakes (%)</th>
<th>Correct Decisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-promoted</td>
<td>Promoted</td>
<td>Mistake 1 (Promotion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>59.95</td>
<td>58.68</td>
<td>12 (31.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Selection</td>
<td>61.70</td>
<td>72.35</td>
<td>9 (22.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion-$\sigma_{low}$</td>
<td>57.33</td>
<td>77.32</td>
<td>2 (5.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion-$\sigma_{medium}$</td>
<td>52.67</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>4 (10.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion-$\sigma_{high}$</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>60.60</td>
<td>11 (29.73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
themselves in stage 2 although their ability was below 68—mistake 1—and 15.00% of the subjects did the opposite—mistake 2. The respective proportions of mistakes were 5.41% and 2.70% in Promotion-$\sigma_{low}$, which has a comparable transitory variance, and the differences are significant (Mann-Whitney tests, $p = 0.031$ and $p = 0.017$, respectively).

In our Promotion treatments, we asked subjects to make a hypothetical choice at the end of stage 1 about which task they would prefer in stage 2. Comparing these choices with the actual scores in stage 1 allows us to determine whether the subjects were biased in their self-assessment or not, which may help explain inefficiencies in Self-Selection. In Table 5, “optimism” (“pessimism”) indicates the proportion of subjects who would choose the hard (easy) task although their score in stage 1 was below (equal or above) 68; “accurate” corresponds to the proportion of subjects who were unbiased and would have efficiently self-selected. In this table, the data from the Self-Selection treatment correspond to the actual subjects’ choices.

Table 5 shows that a relatively high proportion of subjects overestimate their ability to succeed at the hard task in stage 2, consistent with non-hypothetical choices in Self-Selection. Though Table 5 shows evidence that some job matching errors are due to pessimism, the data indicate that optimism with respect to the transitory component draw is more pervasive. Because hypothetical accuracy in Promotion-$\sigma_{low}$ is greater than actual accuracy in Self-Selection (but with same transitory component variance) we do not believe that mistakes are due to lack of financial incentives for the hypothetical question in the Promotion treatments.\textsuperscript{14}

Another possibility is that subjects overestimate the extent to which they may improve as a result of learning from stages 1 to 2. If learning occurs with the letter-sorting task, then a subject might score less than 68 in stage 1 but still prefer the hard task if anticipating improved productivity due to learning, ceteris paribus. However, data from the Calibration treatment indicate that, as we expected, learning is not a serious concern with this task, and it accounts for score improvements of less than 10% (see Table 2). Additionally, the data show optimism grows with the variance of the transitory component (Table 5), which also seems to indicate that optimism with respect to the random component has a bigger influence on task assignment inefficiency than does overconfidence with respect to one’s ability.

A parametric approach to investigate the hypothesis that optimism influences self-selection and hypothetical choice errors is also explored. We estimated two Probit models in which the dependent variable equals one if the actual or hypothetical choice for stage 2 is the hard task. In both models, the explanatory variables include the subject’s score and transitory ability in stage 1. In the hypothetical choice model (i.e., Promotion treatments), we control for the variance of the transitory ability with a variable equal to 0, 1, or 2 for Promotion-$\sigma_{low}$, Promotion-$\sigma_{medium}$, and Promotion-$\sigma_{high}$, respectively. Table 6 reports the results of these estimations.

\textsuperscript{14} It is also not the case that less able subjects are unaware of their incompetence because they lack the metacognitive ability to realize it (Kruger and Dunning 1999). Indeed, the subjects are informed about their score before they draw their transitory ability component.
Not surprisingly, Table 6 indicates that both the actual and hypothetical choices of the hard task increase as a function of one’s stage 1 score. It also shows that bad luck in stage 1 increases the likelihood of choosing the hard task in stage 2, even though it is common knowledge that the transitory component draws are independent across stages. These results may indicate that the unlucky subjects in stage 1 expect to be lucky in stage 2. Although subjects seem to take into account the mean-reversion of the error term, the Promotion model confirms that optimism is independently related to the transitory ability variance—a larger variance breeds optimism.15

When is self-selection likely to be more efficient than using a promotion standard, given that the theoretical assumption of perfect knowledge of one’s own abilities may be violated? If we compare the values in Table 5 to the efficiency of actual task assignments from Table 4, we find that the promotion standard performs better than the hypothetical choices when the variance of the transitory ability is low (92% vs. 73%) or medium (82% vs. 55%). In contrast, when this variance is high, the hypothetical choices of the subjects are accurate in 59% of the cases, whereas only 43% of the actual promotion decisions are accurate (Wilcoxon test, p = 0.010); the 54% efficiency rate with simulated assignment was also lower than with hypothetical choices. These data lead us to conclude that promotions are more efficient than task self-selection when the Peter Principle is quite small.

Effort Distortion

Lazear (2004) hypothesizes that promotions may induce effort distortion by the agents in anticipation of the promotion. This hypothesis requires the assumption that agents know (but principals do not know) their permanent ability and have unbiased expectations regarding their

---

15 These findings are consistent with Van den Steen (2004), whose theoretical model shows that, if rational agents differ in their prior beliefs, they are more likely to choose actions for which they overestimate the probability of success. Here, it means that we are more likely to observe optimistic subjects among those who have chosen the hard task. In other words, according to Van den Steen (2004), there is a choice-driven endogenous overconfidence in the data. Therefore, allowing self-selection of one’s task may itself generate optimism that reduces job choice efficiency.
transitory ability component. With these assumptions, agents would know their preferred stage 2 task assignment. Because the transitory component of ability affects promotion decisions, high (low) ability agents have an incentive to distort effort upward (downward) to ensure efficient assignment to the hard (easy) task.

From the experimental data, we take several approaches to examining this hypothesis. If effort is distorted in stage 1, then stage 2 should reflect a non-distorted effort. Low ability agents should have lower productivity scores (i.e., without considering the error term) in stage 1 of the easy task than stage 2, while high ability agents who are promoted should have stage 1 easy task scores that are higher than their normalized hard task scores in stage 2. For the subset of non-promoted subjects, the score is on average 9.16% higher in stage 2 in Promotion-$\sigma_{\text{low}}$ (Wilcoxon test, $p = 0.028$), 8.47% higher in Promotion-$\sigma_{\text{medium}}$ ($p = 0.011$), and 7.79% in Promotion-$\sigma_{\text{high}}$ ($p = 0.004$). These differences are likely a small amount of residual learning, however, because in Self-Selection the non-promoted subjects still performed 8.27% better in stage 2 (Wilcoxon test, $p = 0.001$) in the absence of any incentive to distort effort. Thus, the entire increase in output in stage 2 of low ability subjects is attributable to residual learning. For high ability subjects, similar stage 1 to 2 trends occur in the Promotion and Self-Selection treatments, so no evidence exists for effort distortion in high ability agents either.

An alternative approach to examining effort distortion is to compare the variance of scores (i.e., non-transitory ability) in stage 1 in the Promotion and Self-Selection treatments. Effort distortion should imply a higher variance of scores in stage 1, since low ability subjects distort effort down but high ability subjects distort upward. We find that the standard deviation of scores is 15.83 in the Self-Selection treatment and 13.55 in the Promotion-$\sigma_{\text{low}}$ treatment. Contrary to what should be expected from effort distortion, the variance of effort is therefore smaller, and not larger, when a promotion standard is used. Yet another approach would be to examine within-treatment effects using the practice stages. Effort distortion in stage 1 of the Promotion treatments should lead to a higher variance in scores than in the practice stage of the easy task of that treatment, where strategic motivation is not present. We examine these practice-to-real stage differences in standard deviations and fail to reject the null hypothesis that the variance differences are zero in any of the Promotion treatments ($p > 0.10$, variance ratio tests).\footnote{A final approach is to examine the cost of task mis-assignment, under the assumption that effort distortion should increase with the cost of task mis-assignment. Unfortunately, the farther (closer) one’s ability is from the task-indifference ability point, the lower (higher) probability of task mis-assignment; that is, the lower the chance a random term causes you to be mis-assigned, the higher (lower) the cost of a mis-assignment (see Figure 1). Thus, it is unclear how expected mis-assignment costs behave as a function of one’s ability without knowledge of one transitory component expectation.}

In sum, we do not find support for the hypothesis of strategic effort distortion. It is possible that effort distortion may not have the same expected payoff as in Lazear (2004) if expectations are biased with respect to the transitory ability component. That is, if low ability agents are pessimistic, thinking they will receive a negative transitory ability component, they need not distort effort downward to ensure assignment to their optimal easy task in the last stage. This interpretation also implies that if high ability subjects are optimistic with respect to the transitory component (i.e., expecting a positive draw), then the expected marginal benefit of distorting effort upward in Promotion treatments is smaller. A comparison of mean abilities in stage 1 for Promotion treatment subjects who hypothetically chose the hard over the easy task finds significant ability differences (71 vs. 58 respectively: $p < 0.001$ for the $t$-test of mean
differences). This indicates that subjects who would prefer to be assigned the hard (easy) task were, on average, higher (lower) ability subjects, and not merely optimistic (pessimistic) with regard to the transitory component draw. Thus, subjects may have some bias with respect to their transitory ability component, but they mostly appear to use the information they possess with respect to their own abilities in a rational way. Nevertheless, because effort distortion requires some level of strategic thinking, and subjects do not appear to distort effort, our results indicate that agents are mostly rational but perhaps naive. A naive agent may be capable of understanding that a higher ability increases the odds that the hard task is a more efficient task assignment but may not think strategically enough to distort effort to guarantee assignment to the task with higher expected payoff.

5. Conclusion

When transitory ability components affect observable outcomes, the Peter Principle can occur, and post-promotion performance declines. Lazear (2004) provides a theoretical framework in which the Peter Principle is interpreted as a regression-to-the-mean phenomenon, and the relative size of the transitory component determines the severity of the Peter Principle. Two important implications follow with respect to full-information unbiased agent (employee) behavior. First, promotion decisions based on an exogenous cutoff point are less efficient than if agents self-select their jobs. Second, agents will distort effort in anticipation of promotions to ensure efficient assignment to the stage 2 task.

Our experiment recreates the essential features of the framework of Lazear (2004). In particular, the permanent ability component is captured by subject effort, while a random error term simulates transitory ability. Our design is validated by generation of a laboratory Peter Principle. Contrary to Lazear’s hypothesis, we do not find that self-selection of one’s task generates fully efficient job assignment. This is likely due to biased beliefs related to the transitory ability component. Van den Steen (2004) highlights how a random component to outcomes may give rise to systematic biases that could also affect effort. While we find some evidence of optimism/pessimism with respect to the random component (and therefore some evidence of task self-selection errors), we do not find that these biased beliefs are systematically related to effort. In addition, when the variance of the transitory ability component is large enough, the analysis of hypothetical choices suggests that self-selection would be efficiency-improving compared with the use of an exogenous standard, assuming incentive-compatible wages.

We also fail to find support for the effort distortion hypothesis. Again, this may result from biased beliefs with regard to transitory ability components, or a lack of strategic behavior (i.e., naive agents). Throughout, we have implicitly assumed risk neutrality of agents. If subjects are risk averse this would only increase the incentives to distort effort in the Promotion treatment. The possibility of inefficient task assignment in stage 2 is the relevant risk that could influence the agent choice of effort. Our lack of evidence for effort distortion does not necessarily imply agents are not risk averse, but if they are then agent optimism apparently counteracts such risk aversion in subjective expected payoff assessments.

Our main result suggests that the Peter Principle is only of concern when the transitory component of one’s outcome is relatively severe, such as in highly volatile environments or in
activities where the role of luck may be large compared with talent. The managerial implications are that simple promotion rules based on worker outcomes can be an efficient means of job sorting in most cases. However, as noted in Lazear (2004), relatively large transitory components to outcomes should be taken into account by employers. In such instances, promotions should be based on more comprehensive measurements or require longer term observation to more accurately assess worker ability. Such comprehensive assessments or longer probationary periods would be costly, but employers would benefit by reducing job misallocation (i.e., inefficiency).

This research offers avenues for further study. In Lazear (2004), employers adjust promotion standards in anticipation of Peter Principle effects. Future research could therefore analyze the principals’ behavior regarding the optimal adjustment of the promotion standards. It is also the case that different tasks could be subject to a more or less severe optimism bias in one’s self-assessed abilities, which would affect the efficiency of self-selection. These qualifications highlight reasons for caution in how one interprets our results. Nevertheless, our results are an important first step in using laboratory methods to address some important questions regarding the Peter Principle.

Appendix: Instructions of the Promotion-σ_{low} Treatment\textsuperscript{17}

This is an experiment in decision-making. This experiment is separated into different parts. During each part, you will perform the following task. The task involves reading a short sentence that describes the order of letters. Based on the sentence, you must type in the order of the letters that the sentence implies. This task is described in detail below. You will earn a specific amount of money for each accurately solved sentence. The earnings in points that you will get in each part will be added up and converted into Euros at the end of the session. The conversion rate is the following: 100 points = 1 Euro.

In addition, you will receive €4 for participating in this experiment. Your earnings will be paid in cash at the end of the session in a separate room. Earnings are private and you will never be informed of anyone else’s outcomes or earnings in the experiment.

The instructions related to the first part are described below. The instructions relative to the next parts will be distributed later on.

**Part 1**

The task involves reading a short sentence that describes the order of three letters. Based on the sentence, you must type in the order of the letters that the sentence implies. You must determine the proper order of each three-letter sentence by doing the following. First, determine the order of the first two letters. Then, keep those two letters together and determine where the third letter should go in relation to the first pair of letters. Using this rule, there is only one possible ordering of the three letters for each sentence. You can input your answer using lowercase letters or capital letters. You must validate your answer by clicking the enter key.

Here are some examples of three-letter sentences followed by the correct letter order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short sentence</th>
<th>Correct order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) B is followed by A, precedes H</td>
<td>BAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) X does not precede Y, is not followed by M</td>
<td>MYX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once you have submitted an answer, a new sentence will automatically appear for you to repeat this task on a different sentence. This will continue for seven minutes. You will be told on your screen whether you were correct or not after each sentence. If your answer is not correct, you cannot change it; you automatically proceed to the next sentence. Your screen indicates the current number of correct letter orderings and the remaining time.

\textsuperscript{17} Other instructions available upon request.
Your result in units in part 1 is given by the number of correct letter orderings in this part. For each letter order that you get correct, you are paid three points. In addition, you receive a fixed payoff of 108 points.

Your earnings in points in part 1 = (your result in units in part 1 × 3 points) + 108 points.

To ensure that you have understood the instructions, you are kindly requested to practice this task by attempting to solve the three sentences that will appear on your screen once you have clicked the “practice” button. During this practice, the next sentence will appear only after the current one has been accurately solved. These answers are not taken into account in your result or your earnings.

Please raise your hand if you have any questions. The seven-minute task-period will start after each participant has completed the practice and once we have answered your questions. Communication between participants is forbidden throughout the session.

Part 2

The task involves reading a short sentence that describes the order of five letters. Based on the sentence, you must type in the order of the letters that the sentence implies. You must determine the proper order of each five-letter sentence by doing the following. First, determine the order of the first two letters. Then, keep those two letters together and determine where the third letter should go in relation to the first pair of letters. Then, keep those three letters together and determine where the fourth letter should go in relation to the first three letters. Then, keep those four letters together and determine where the fifth letter should go in relation to the first four letters. Using this rule, there is only one possible ordering of the letters for each sentence.

Here are two examples of five-letter sentences followed by the correct letter order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short sentence</th>
<th>Correct order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) A is followed by D, is followed by B, is preceded by C, follows H</td>
<td>HCADB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Z does not precede X, does not follow Y, does not follow W, precedes B</td>
<td>XZYWB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once you have submitted an answer, a new sentence will automatically appear for you to repeat this task on a different sentence. This will continue for seven minutes.

You will be told on your screen whether you were correct or not after each sentence. If your answer is not correct, you cannot change it; you automatically proceed to the next sentence. Your screen indicates the current number of correct letter orderings and the remaining time.

Your result in units in part 2 is given by the number of correct letter orderings in this part. For each letter order that you get correct, you are paid nine points. In addition, you receive a fixed payoff of nine points.

Your earnings in points in part 2 = (your result in units in part 2 × 9 points) + 9 points.

You are kindly requested to practice this task by attempting to solve the three sentences that will appear on your screen once you have clicked the “practice” button. During this practice, the next sentence will appear only after the current one has been accurately solved. These answers are not taken into account in your result or your earnings.

You can click the “practice” button as soon as you like. The seven-minute task-period will start after each participant has completed the practice. Your earnings during this part will be added to your previous earnings.

The instructions that have just been distributed describe parts 3 and 4. Part 4 will start immediately after part 3 has been completed and a break of three minutes.

Part 3

The task involves reading a short sentence that describes the order of three letters, as you already did in part 1 but with new sentences. As before, you must type in the order of the letters that the sentence implies. The sentences appear successively during seven minutes and you will be told on your screen after each answer if this one is correct or not.

Your result in units in this part depends on two elements:

• The number of correct answers
• A personal random number

Your personal random number is determined as follows. Once you have performed your task, a “random draw” button appears on your screen. Once you click this button, the computer program generates your personal random number. Your number can take any value between −12 and +12, inclusive. Each number has an equally likely chance to be drawn. There is an independent random draw for each participant. Your personal random number is independent of your performance at the task.
Your result in units in part 3 is given by the addition of the number of correct answers and your personal random number in this part.

Your result in units in part 3 = your number of correct answers in part 3 + your personal random number in part 3.

For example, if you give 38 correct answers and you draw a random number of −3, then your result is 35 units (i.e., 38 − 3). If, in contrast, you give 27 correct answers and you draw a random number of +3, then your result is 30 units (i.e., 27 + 3).

Once you have drawn your number, you are informed of your result in units and of your earnings in points in part 3. For each unit, you get paid three points. In addition, you receive a fixed payoff of 108 points.

Your earnings in points in part 3 = (your result in units in part 3 × 3 points) + 108 points.

It is important to note that this is your result in this part (your number of correct answers + your random number) that will determine the type of task you will perform in part 4.

**Part 4**

At the beginning of part 4, you are informed of your assignment to three-letter sentences or to five-letter sentences during this new part. Your assignment depends on your result in units during part 3.

- If your result in units in part 3 (i.e., your number of correct answers + your random number) amounts to 68 or more, then you are assigned to solving five-letter sentences under the conditions detailed below.
- If your result in units in part 3 is lower than 68 units, then you are assigned to solving three-letter sentences under the conditions detailed below.

Whatever your assignment is, you will solve sentences during seven minutes. Your result in units in part 4 is given by the addition of the number of correct answers and your personal random number in this part.

Your result in units in part 4 = your number of correct answers in part 4 + your personal random number in part 4.

Here are described the rules for each type of assignment.

*If Your Result in Part 3 Assigns You to Three-Letter Sentences*

Once you have performed your task, you click the “random draw” button that generates your personal random number. Your number can take any value between −12 and +12, inclusive. Each number has an equally likely chance to be drawn. There is an independent random draw for each participant.

You are then informed of your result in units and of your earnings in points in this part. For each unit, you get paid three points. In addition, you receive a fixed payoff of 108 points.

Your earnings in points in part 4 if assigned to 3-letter sentences = (your result in units in part 4 × 3 points) + 108 points

*If Your Result in Part 3 Assigns You to Five-Letter Sentences*

Once you have performed your task, you click the “random draw” button that generates your personal random number. Your number can take any value between −4 and +4, inclusive. Each number has an equally likely chance to be drawn. There is an independent random draw for each participant.

You are then informed of your result in units and of your earnings in points in this part. For each unit, you get paid nine points. In addition, you receive a fixed payoff of nine points.

Your earnings in points in part 4 if assigned to 5-letter sentences = (your result in units in part 4 × 9 points) + 9 points.

Although your assignment to one task or the other depends exclusively on your result in part 3, you will be asked to indicate which task you would prefer being assigned to in part 4 if you had the choice:

- Either the three-letter sentences, with a random number between −12 and +12, a payoff of three points per unit, and a fixed payoff of 108 points
- Or the five-letter sentences, with a random number between −4 and +4, a payoff of nine points per unit, and a fixed payoff of nine points.

You will be requested to submit your answer at the beginning of part 4. Your earnings during these two parts will be added up to your previous payoffs.
Please raise your hand if you have any questions regarding these instructions. We remind you that communication between participants is still forbidden.
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